
useful – offering insight into Koselleck’s positions toward teleology, eschatology,
and utopian ideals vis-à-vis history and memory – but it is unclear why it is buried
in the middle of the text. This examination would be better served in the
introduction. Macamo’s chapter baffled me, frankly, given its generalizing claim
that African intellectuals have not developed an ‘African sociology’ and that,
consequently, ‘African intellectuals must make their implicit recognition of the
constitutive role of the past much more explicit by engaging in a more direct way
with Africans’ experience of modernity as it manifests itself in social reality’ (p. ).
Macamo is either poorly informed, badly translated, or willfully overlooking a
vast literature on African intellectual production. In any case, his prescriptive
conclusion comes off as too generalizing, and it is ill-placed as a first chapter
introducing the volume as a whole. Unfortunately, the volume does not end well
either. Part Two is only three chapters that attempt to provide an intercultural
context through case studies from Germany (Chapter Nine by Jörn Rüsen), India
(Chapter Ten by Ranjan Ghosh), and South Korea (Chapter Eleven by Han Sang-
Jin). These chapters offer some comparative insight, but no direct connections are
made to Africa. Part Three ostensibly offers two personal accounts of historical
memory, but one is actually a meditation on methodology and the TRC by Pumla
Gobodo-Madikizela and the final chapter is a transcript of a speech given by Eva
Mozes Kor, a Holocaust survivor, on her experiences as a human test subject at
Auschwitz. Although powerful to read on its own terms, it is an odd finish to a book
on historical memory in Africa, given that there is no concluding summary chapter.

Submitting a negative book review is unpleasant business, but this volume is
poorly organized with essays that often feel incomplete. The key advantage that
edited collections have over monographs is their intrinsic polyphonic nature,
allowing for a range of case studies, perspectives, and even internal debates among
contributors that can arrive at new ways of thinking about established topics or
outline the contours of fresh subjects for consideration. Although a number of the
authors are well-established and highly-esteemed, this book could have used more
editorial rigor or a longer gestation to bring out a stronger vision with a set of
intentions that would inspire future scholarship. The argument that memory has
future-oriented uses is not terribly novel, at least as outlined here. In sum, this book
raises an issue of interest to many historians of Africa, but it does not manage to
push this topic in a new direction.

CHRISTOPHER J. LEEUniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

BEYOND COLONIAL SCIENCE IN BRITISH-AFRICA
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Africa as a Living Laboratory: Empire, Development, and the Problem of Scientific
Knowledge, –. By HELEN TILLEY. Chicago: Chicago University Press,
. Pp. . $, paperback (ISBN ----).

KEY WORDS: Central Africa, East Africa, development, knowledge, science.

How did science influence British imperial ambitions in Africa and how did these
imperial endeavors change the scale and scope of scientific practice? These are the
main questions in Helen Tilley’s thought-provoking book on science, empire, and
development during the decades between  and . Her geographical focus
lies on the British Colonial Office dependencies today known as Kenya, Tanzania,
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Uganda, Zambia, Nigeria, and Ghana. Her close reading of British scientific work
on these areas leads Tilley to the somewhat surprising conclusion that there never
was such a thing as a ‘colonial science’. Rather, she argues, the scientific study of
colonial situations and phenomena took place within the core of science.
Colonialism did not produce pathological distortions of ‘good’ science. Nor did
‘Western’ science in an authoritative move destroy distinct bodies of knowledge,
sometimes referred to as ‘local knowledge’.

These are strong claims that are well argued for. Tilley insists on the spatial
characteristics of modern science in order to make her case. She understands science
as constructed to be mobile, and she recalls the fact that scientific findings are
designed to travel. Thus, ‘there is too much circulation between metropole and
colony, across colonies, and between colonies and nations-states to warrant the
designation colonial science’ (p. ). Spatial distinctions however include the
notions of a ‘field’ or a ‘laboratory’, where exemplary findings are stabilized and
packed in order to survive their shipping across the universal scientific world.
Conceiving of Africa as a laboratory has been an essential feature of colonial history.
And, consequently, the laboratory is the guiding theme in Tilley’s book. She
analyses a laboratory for scientific research that produced new techniques of
colonial governance, social engineering, and development. But she also reconstructs
the genesis of new forms of social criticism and of epistemic pluralism that
challenged the very foundations of empire.

Her account starts with the founding of geographical societies during the late
nineteenth century. Under the heading ‘An Imperial Laboratory’, Tilley shows
how a purportedly neutral scientific interest in exploring Africa impinged on the
political partition of the continent. Science, namely geography, set the stage for the
Berlin Conference of / as it framed the very object for which the European
powers began to struggle. Science was not a cover-up of imperial ambitions, as
some historians of imperialism have argued, but a core element and a condition of
its possibility. Cartography had offered the very paper for the infamous ‘paper-
partition’ of Africa of which, as a matter of fact, very little was known.

The first chapter is a prelude to the epoch of in-depth research surveys into the
African mainland that kept British colonial administrators busy for decades. By far
the most comprehensive endeavor in this respect was the African Research Survey
under Malcolm Hailey that started in the late s and resulted in a famous 
publication. This multidisciplinary research project aimed at making use of the
resources of modern science in order to assist governments in the exercise of their
colonial power. Its analysis and contextualization form the backbone of Tilley’s
book – and also her title is borrowed from Hailey, who presented Africa as a ‘living
laboratory’ in the report’s introduction.

The second chapter (‘ADevelopment Laboratory’) gives organizational detail on
the survey and sketches the growing demand for expert knowledge by colonial
administrators in London as well as on the African ground. The remainder of the
book then follows disciplinary and inter-disciplinary issues. Based on earlier work
by the author, the ‘Environmental Laboratory’ (Chapter Three) and the ‘Medical
Laboratory’ (Chapter Four) focus on problems of agriculture and infectious
diseases and connect these topics to the newly emerging discipline of ecology.
Chapters Five and Six (‘A Racial Laboratory’ and ‘An Anthropological
Laboratory’) then show more clearly the subversive impact of scientific field work
upon the colonial project. Most important seems Tilley’s question as to why all
efforts to make racial science a research priority failed despite the fact that the
colonial political spheres were largely structured racially. While race biology served
as an aid in governing, Tilley shows that scientists also questioned racial categories
as meaningful tools in the analysis of human collectives, and that policymakers
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expressed concerns about the detrimental dynamics of racial hatred. With respect to
race, the African laboratory gave rise to an epistemic instability that threatened the
racial foundations of empire. The same ambivalence is detected in her study of
anthropological research. This discipline used Africa in order to professionalize and
counted some strong believers in colonial supremacy. Anthropology was instru-
mental in detecting local differences, thus structuring the Africans as objects of
study. While it reified ethnic and tribal identities and stabilized assumptions about
differing stages of collective organization, it also established Africans’ agency,
autonomy, and knowledge as scientific facts. Some Europeans came to the
conclusion that they had more to learn from Africans than to teach them. These
findings gave rise to critical debates among experts, administrators, and social
critics in the colonial era, which are still salient today. Chapter Seven (‘A Living
Laboratory’) narrates masterfully the problems of accommodating different
epistemic structures, and of reconciling difference within the universals of modern
science. Concepts in current use, such as therapeutic pluralism, and the notion of
ethnoscience more generally, can be traced back to the laboratories of science under
colonialism.

Tilley’s book is a highly welcome analysis of the nexus of knowledge and power
because it abstains from simplified explanations. Rich in detail, it offers many
examples for epistemic interaction, ambivalence, and variety, which seem hard to
accommodate in the concept of an authoritative ‘colonial science’ that purportedly
ignored and destroyed local specificities.

DANIEL SPEICH CHASSÉUniversity of Lucerne, Switzerland

IDENTITY, RELIGION, AND POLITICS IN SOUTH
AFRICA ’S REMOTE AND RECENT PAST
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Popular Politics in the History of South Africa, –. By PAUL S. LANDAU.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, . Pp. +xvi. £, hardback
(ISBN ----).

KEY WORDS: South Africa, identity, missions, political culture, religion.

By tracing forms of political affiliation and conflict from remote to recent times,
this fascinating history challenges conventional understandings of what constitutes
modern politics. In a roughly chronological account, Paul S. Landau argues that
the turbulent colonial encounters of the nineteenth century transformed flexible
and inclusive alliances into tribes, even while remnants of older forms of political
mobilization continued to manifest themselves in conflicts between chiefs and in
millenarian religious movements through the twentieth century. After a broad-
ranging history of the people who lived on the southern African highveld, those
who became known as the ‘Shona’ of Zimbabwe and the ‘Sotho/Tswana’ of South
Africa and Botswana, the book moves forward in time and narrows its scope to
focus on the Christian mission-influenced communities of the highveld and the
Griqua polities, finally settling on the southern highveld Caledon River Valley (or
Thaba Nchu) in the twentieth century.

Landau’s central target is a version of the South African past that identifies
people according to tribe, by which he means affiliations that are thought to unite
‘culture and blood’ and provide ‘a total blueprint for behavior . . .’ (p. ).
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